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BY MELISSA MATTINOLY 
contributing writer 
A student was found dead 
in t fraternity house at the 
University of Oklahoma Sept. 30. 
A sophomore girl also was found 
dead outside a fraternity house at 
Colorado State University after 
consuming 40 drinks in an 11- 
hour period, according to reports. 
A Virginia Tech student died two 
weeks ago from drinking heavily 
for five hours. 
An estimated 4,000 people 
die from an overdose of alcohol 
each year, according to a 
survey conducted by Remove 
Intoxicated Drivers. 
Alcohol poisoning is defined 
as the level of Mood alcohol 
at which one's health or life is 
threatened, according to Dr. 
David L. Shank, an emergency 
room doctor at Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital. 
Not all drinking will result 
in alcohol poisoning. High-risk 
drinking is much more likely to 
result in poisoning than low-risk 
drinking, said Cannie Campbell, 
aaemiala dirpcfor of health pro- 
motions. High-risk drinkers are 
those who play drinking games 
such as beer pong and quarters, 
where a large amount of alcohol 
is consumed in a short amount 
of time. Low-risk drinkers tend 
to space out their drinking over 
time, or drink water between 
each beer. 
Campbell said that because 
alcohol is a depressant as Blood 
Alcohol Content rises, all body 
functions begin to slow to the 
point that the entire body shuts 
down, putting the drinker in 
a coma, from which he or she 
eventually can die. According 
to "Facts on Tap," a person can 
blackout when his or her BAC 
reaches .15, stops breathing at 35, 
and a person will go into a coma 
when it reaches .4 The number 
of drinks it takes to reach these 
levels varies for each person. 
"You can die at a Wood alcohol 
between 5 and .6, but of course 
there are always exceptions, but 
very few," Shank said. 
Alcohol poisoning may be 
hard to spot if you don't know 
what you're looking for. "There 
definitely isn't an absolute, like 
this is what if s going to be," 
Campbell said. There are, how- 
ever, signs that can tell you 
when it is time to get help. 
Slow breathing, less than 
eight times a minute is one of 
the signs of alcohol poisoning to 
look for, according to Campbell. 
Other things Campbell said 
to look for are blue fingernails 
set HEALTH, page 4 
A tale from the cop car: 
JMU policeman takes a Breeze editor 
on a Saturday night ride-along 
phoM. b, KHi-Y lASPBfmiia pMottamlm 
Jailhouse Jaunt 
by managing editor Kelly Jasper 
A college-age male sleep* in bright 
blue boxer ihorta on i bard col 
in | county jail ceJL 
"He has no pants hecan'i remem- 
ber where die) went," fttrobnan .1 C 
• .union, the arresting officer, t«>M me. 
Hitchhiking in the wrong direction, the pants- 
less male was picked up near the Food Lion on Port 
Republic Road around 12:30 a.m. Sunday. His blood 
alcohol content measured 0.24 
If a BAC reaches unsafe levels, a nurse might send 
a student to the hospital explained U. R. N. Landes. 
Otherwise, students picked up by JMU Police are 
placed in temporary holding cells at the county (ail. 
Inside, state troopers and JMU police pace the 
lobby. If s 1 JO a.m. before 1 enter the jail with Landes, 
a patrolling officer who took me on a ride-along 
Saturday night. For five hours, I observed a "slow 
night" with the cops — a first-hand observation as 
a (sober) student taken to the "drunk tank." 
In the lobby, two more college-age students 
wait to be booked. 
"She was wobbling, just gyrating here and there, 
and almost fell into the street" said Cannon, pointing 
to a sobbing, brown-haired girl sitting in the lobby. 
She was brought in on a drunk-in-public charge. 
"1 just want to call my mom," the girl said. 
Tears streaked her face as she reached out to a jailer 
who just issued her a receipt after taking her per- 
sonal belongings. Her BAC measured 0.12. 
A male Is booked next He places his hands above 
his head against a glass-windowed wall to be patted 
down. The panel is streaked with fingerprints, mark- 
ing where others were frisked before him. 
1 jot down the arrest procedure — booked, pat- 
ted down, given a receipt and re-handcuffed. 
set JAIL, pagi 4 
Lt. R.N. Land** provtdM backup to another 
JMU police officer on Port Republic Road. 
Minute by minute 
■ m ■ Ride Along 
■ let cmrihs into a patrol 
Ant *s*d of hai r K mr shift was «p 
ISSBW 
 takes us on a loop along 
and up Cantrell Avenue 
113* p.m. Always Prepared 
On one of three rings, Landes fishes h 
isekeeper at the new athletic 
. carries rope !■ 
an expandable baton and hanu- 
: ,>.m. Eagle Hall Elevator 
A broken elevator has stranded a student 
on crutches and lives on i 
Hats tap floors. Larvass resets one ef 4a 
D ajn. Drank in Public 
Another officer makes an arrest for a drunk 
in paMar on Port Bf adaa Road. A cottege- 
LS boxer shorts. 
VX am. Notes Confiscated 
Landes leads ow into the county jail and I 
watch as two people are booked. A jailer 
pproaches me and, tl 
i>the office. I'm told to leave and t 
s of notes are confiscated. 
.'-DO a.m. To the Rescue 
A tesldent of Bell Hall was punched 
I to a resident advi - ■ '  ■ :, 
1 an ice pack to his face in his dorm 
l POloi ,tinv. Another attoV 
questions the student and a i 
lave as the rescue squad am 
i A Fight at Eagle li 
i gets a call that two males followed stu- 
t back to i dorm and tried to start a fight, 
n the poUce station on rest 
B whips through campus, taking a short- 
«through the stadium alleyway and arrives 
»under a minute. The car isn't spoiled. 
122 i.m. Open Container 
A cadet spots a person walking in P Lot with 
a handle of Captain Morgan's rum. Police 
stop the male, who is over the age of 21, and 
the alcohol is confiscated. 
232 a.m. Possible Abduction? 
Officers stop • driver on Port Repubik Road 
•mpected of asking women to get into the 
des provides backup as the officer 
investigates. No arrest is made before we 
ens, 
2.-41 a.m. A Slow Night 
Our ride-along ends back ai i 
Hun. Landes logi an averagr A 65 muej 
while on patrol. Tomy. -slow 
**""' Miu* •pproxtawted. 
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Boas came In 
first place. 
Financial aid gives $50 million yearly 
BY PATRICK SHANLBY 
contributing writer 
More than 50 percent of students 
received financial aid last year, accord- 
ing to the Office of Financial Aid and 
Scholarships. Each year, JMU gives 
away over $50 million in scholarships 
and loans. 
Fourteen percent of the JMU students 
offered financial aid come from house- 
holds with an adjusted gross income of 
less than $25,000. Thirty-five percent of 
students offered aid come from a house- 
hold with an AGI between $25,000 and 
$73,000, and 51 percent are from house- 
holds with an AGI greater than $73,000, 
according to Brad Barnett, senior associ- 
ate director of the Office of Financial Aid 
and Scholarships. 
AGI is calculated baaed on a num- 
ber of factors including income, how 
many people live in a household, the 
age of the parents and in which state 
the student resides. 
The most important step in receiving 
any sort of aid is filing the free applica- 
tion for Federal Student Aid form by 
March 1 Filing by this date enables the 
federal government to decide how much 
grant and loan money a student is eli- 
gible lot and it also afreets entry into the 
work-study program. 
Ine Financial Aid office also helps 
students learn how to manage their 
money. "A large part of our mission is 
to educate," said Bryan DeYoung, senior 
financial aid counselor. 
There is a common inisconception 
that people that qualify for work-study 
programs can only get jobs within that 
program while they actually have all the 
opportunities other students have plu* 
work study jobs available to them,'' said 
Linda Miller, student employment man- 
ager. JMU also offers services that enable 
students to find jobs off campus Both the 
offices on the third floor of Warren Hall 
or the Web site, wtinvjmu.edu/sturmpfoy 
offer iiuormation regarding on- and off- 
campus student employment. 
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5oT DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Monday, Oct. 4 
,  Get your picture taken tor the yearbook, Toe £Muesfone. There is a $5 sitting toe lor a standard picture and an $8 fee lor the senior 
package. Pictures will be taken al week in Transitions, Monday from 1 to 5 p.m. and Tuesday through Friday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. E- 
mail /mu_WuesfoneOyanoo.com wMh questions. 
t hit by a bus    '^
,es**y> 0*L 5 
a Klondk. bj A ^"^^bohi vigil to commemorate people killed or ln]ured as a result of hate crimes motivated by intolerance or demographic 
hatred will take place on the commons  A speakout on hate crimes will take place from 5 to 6 p.m. A candlelight vigil will take 
place from 6 to 8 p.m  For more information contact Patrick Egan at eganpd 
]  Harmony will hold its weekly meeting in Taylor Hail, room 306. Harmony Is JMU's gay. lesbian, bisexual, transgendered and ally 
j  student organization  It provides an open forum to discuss Issues relating to the gay community, an outlet for activism for gay 










What would you do 
for a Klondike bar? 
"Iwou >uld sing "11 
Little Teapot* in 
rnmmnns during 
peak hours, naki 
•I'd climb Mt. 
Everest in drag.' 
Wednesday, Oct. 6 
Alpha Sigma Alpha presents Made By Molly! Stop by the Warren Hall Patio from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. to see handmade (ewelry. To 
get a preview of what is coming, visit www.medeoymotfy.com 
POLICE LOG 
BY SHARON SCHIFT- 
senior writer 
Breaking and Entering/Grand Larceny 
A JMU employee reported forced entry into an office in Zane 
Showker Hall between Sept. 29 at 5 p.m. and Sept. 30 at 7:30 a.m. 
JMU employees reported forced entry into offices In Roop Hall 
between Sept. 29 at 4:30 p.m. and Sept. 30 at 6:30 a.m. 
Petty Larceny 
A JMU student reported the theft of a JMU commuter parking pass 
from an unlocked vehicle parked in C4 Lot on Sept. 13 at 2:30 p.m. 
Total parking tickets since Aug 19: 4,715 
Total drunk in public since Aug. 19: 32 
CORRECTIONS 
in the Sep! 30 issue of The Breeze Amok) Adjetey was incorrectly reported as 
a student at Blue Ridge Community Colege Adietey is a former student of Blue 
Ride Community Colege. 
i.v\bkL PERRY/ contributing phowttrapnr 
Sophomores Kytoe DonffeM, Lyntea Crouki m* Maria 
Bosfca «K Mo that- k. ran for •roast Cancer twin 
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The Br—z; (he student-run newspep#x of James Madrson University, serves student and faculty read- 
ership by reporting news mvoMng the campus and local community The Brin strives to be impartial 
and fair in Us reporting and srmfy baieves In as Frst Amendmenl right*. 
Contact Us 
The B/eere it publlthed Monday 
and Thursday mornings and 
dutrlbuted throughout James 
Madison University and the local 
Harrlsonburg community Com- 
ments and complaints should be 
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■ How lo place a deserted Go 
to www.trmbnmn.org end cfcck 
on the cUesiaed Ink or come 
nto the office weekdays Between 
B am. and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost: $5.00 fa the *rst 10 
words. S3 tor each adoWonal to 
words, boxed classified. S10 per 
column Inch. 
■ Deadhnee noon Friday lor 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for 
Thursday Issue. 
■ Oeseifieds must be psid in 
Advance in Th* Bre«zt> offce 
Mailing address: 
The Breeze 
01 Anthony-Saeger Hall 
MSC6805 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 
Phone: (540) 568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
Only Raw Bar in Harritonburf 
omeD^nFo^' 
nteLr^inmfent 




Fri. Oct. 8th 
Todd Schlabach 






Daily 4-9 pm 





Ham&Turkey, and more... 
Wings- 25« each MonoVThurs 
eat In only 
Salads 
Vegetarian Dishes 








SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL 
574.0808 
FREE HAIRCUT 
with anv highlight or color 
Haircut $18 
Cut and Style $25 
Siylists with advanced training In New York, 
Northern Virginia and Richmond 
Mon.-Wed. 10-6 
Thu. Fri. 10-7 
Sat. 10-4 
ted in Food Lion Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd. 
Breakout.      Breakthrough. 
Give yourself a break! 
Avoiding every minor you pus? Is your medicine 
cabinet bunting with pills and lotions that promised 
lo clear you acne, but arc ineffective? 
Horget the old remedies your parents used to try., 
and take a look at a brand new. breakthrough 
medical device that gels to the root of your acne 
problem The Ciearlight system breaks the bamer 
and destroys the most common bactena causing 
your acne. 
QJtkW/yA/ 
4 MEADOU/CREST E.N.T. 
facial ^foometic ^Settler 
C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 
(540)433-9399 
(866) 617-9399 (Toll Free) 
3360 Emmaus Road 
Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
CHANCETOOJ * 
CDs • DVDs It morel 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR     !»«,_* _ mt^MMm. 
1790-96 E Market St      _™l,a\a rWCOrO 
Mon Sat 10-5, Sunday 12-6    MMt MOWf B«l 
WWW.PUVN9MUSIC.COM 
CAMPUS 
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JMU investigates theft of 
books from faculty offices 
JMU police are investigat- 
ing two incidences of break- 
ing and enterting in Roop 
and Zane Showker halls 
Wednesday night In both 
cases, textbooks were taken 
from faculty offices. 
In an e-mail to the |MU 
faculty, Douglas T. Brown, 
vice president of academic 
affairs, urged faculty "to be 
sure to lock their offices in 
the evenings and on week- 
ends and to be cautious in 
any dealings with persons 
claiming to be textbook buy- 
ers or sellers." 
Brown wrote in the e-maiL 
"Faculty should request iden- 
tification from any unfamiliar 
vendors and notify campus 
police" ot suspicious activity. 
Anyone with information 
regarding the crimes should 
contact the JMU police 
department at xfl-6913. 
"Animal Planet" TV 
show host to speak 
An "Animal Planet" show 
host will talk about his trav- 
els and expenences with ani- 
mals on Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
in Wilson Hall auditorium. 
Jeff Corwin will be offering 
insight about the many places he 
has traveled Corwin has trav- 
eled to more than 70 countries 
and has visited many different 
cultures including the Amazon. 
Savor Evan Bobck, UFB di- 
rector of issues and cultural aware- 
ness said that his main goal this 
year is to encourage as many peo- 
ple as possible to attend an educa- 
tional event without realizing they 
wiD loam something by attending. 
Corwin is an executive pro- 
duaer and host for a wildlife 
adventure television show titled 
'The Jeff Corwin Experience,' 
which first aired in 2000. 
International Week offers hoard of eclectic events 
Former Ambassador laments lacking media coverage of Middle East 
BY SHARON SCHIFF 
senior writer 
American attention has 
been elsewhere — with a presi- 
dandal election looming and a 
war in Iraq, little thought has 
been given to other worldly 
issues, said a former U.S. Am- 
bassador Thursday night in 
Wilson Hall auditorium. 
Ambassador Edward S. 
Walker emphasized the impor- 
tance of maintaining positive 
foreign relationships with Mid- 
dle Eastern countries, he said. 
Walker, a former US. ambas- 
sador to Egypt and Israel cur- 
rently is the president and CEO 
of the Middle East Institute. 
According to Ambassador 
Walker, the United States re- 
cently has shifted its focus in 
the Middle East He explained 
how Israeli/Palestinian conflict 
has been placed on the back 
burner. "It doesn't make head- 
lines as it used to," he added. 
Ambassador Walker point- 
ed out it will be an issue of con- 
cern for the future president. 
Ambassador Walker said our 
president must engage and use 
"rolling-up-the-sleeve action." 
Freshman Stacy Fuller said, 
"We are world citizens — peo- 
ple need to understand how 
much this stuff matters ... just 
because its not here doesn't 
mean it doesn't matter." 
Ambassador Walker ex- 
plained that U.S. strategies to 
fight terrorism must be execut- 
ed in all regions where tenor- 
ism exists, not just in Iraq. 
Thomas Lavenir, assistant 
director of CMISS, said, "If s 
essential to know what is go- 
ing on in the world — we are 
not in a JMU bubble, a Har- 
risonburg bubble or a United 
States bubble." 
Junior Daniel Teweles, 
president of Hillel, said, "I 
think the Ambassador's in- 
sight and experiences really 
showed through." 
M.KX SIRNEVI iem<* phtmgraphtr 
Ambassador WaHtw spoka Thursday night In Wilson Hall to a 
crowd ot about 250 people on the Israeli/PaHstlntan conflict. 
Week of multicultural events encourages students to participate, experience international activities 
BY MEGAN ERHARDT 
contributing writer 
This year's International 
Week theme was "Explore 
the World: Crossroads to Un- 
derstanding." The celebra- 
tion of diversity included a 
study abroad fair. 
The Office of Internation- 
al Programs and the Center 
for Multicultural/Interna- 
tional Student Services spon- 
sored the main events, while 
many campus organizations 
worked together to offer var- 
ious other activities. 
Thomas Lavenir, assis- 
tant director of CMISS and 
a co-director of International 
Week, said the week was for 
students to experience the 
different parts of the world. 
"By   stepping   out   of   our 
own countries and looking 
beyond the barriers of ste- 
reotypes, we learn from one 
another and learn about our 
own country," said Lavenir. 
Arthur T. Dean II, associate 
director of CMISS, described 
some of the various events. 
"Different events are offered 
for different people." he said. 
"There is something to strike 
everyone's interest." 
Another highlight of the 
week was the seventh annual 
Study Abroad Fair. Program 
representatives and students 
who already experienced travel 
abmvad opportunities gathered 
in Transitions and talked to 
prospective travelers. Senior 
Meridith Pnce, who studied in 
Salamanca. Spain, tin aBHMMl 
said, "The hardest part about go- 
ing abroad was aiming back" 
Donna Sharpes, a staff 
member of CMISS, comment- 
ed on a panel entitled "Amer- 
ica Through Our Eyes." "It 
was very interesting to see 
different people's perspective 
on America," she said. This 
program, which was held 
Wednesday, gave internation- 
al students and faculty time to 
share their perspectives of liv- 
ing in America. 
ZTA hosts month of events to raise money for Breast Cancer Awareness 
BY MIKE GERRITY 
greek reporter 
Zeta Tau Alpha hopes to raise more 
than $20,000 in October through events 
sponsored in recognition of National 
Breast Cancer Awareness month. 
The sisters of ZTA raised more than 
$14,000 last year for the Susan C. Ko- 
men [Breast Cancer) foundation and 
have been running similar programs 
since the early '90s, according to senior 
Kelley Moyers, ZTA president. 
"The events always had huge sup- 
port from both the Harrisonburg and 
JMU community," Moyers said. "Ifs 
a problem that affects a lot of people. 
Many people, even men, are touched in 
one way or another by breast cancer." 
ZTA will start their awareness month 
with an a cappella concert tonight at 8 
p.m. in the College Center Grand Ball- 
room. The concert also will feature per- 
formances by New and Improv'd and 
the JMU Breakdance Club. 
Another feature event of the month 
is the Susan G. Komen 5K Run/Walk on 
Saturday. "We usually have a good turn- 
out," Moyers said. "Many dubs come out 
to participate. We even have a group of 
runners that travel from around the coun- 
try to run in our races. Since the race is on 
Parent's Weekend, everyone's parents are 
encouraged to come out and participate." 
This year. ZTA will be adding two 
new events to the lineup — a karaoke 
night and a male auction. 
"This really means a lot to me be- 
cause breast cancer has touched my 
family a few times," said freshman 
Christina Schoifano, a ZTA pledge. 
"I'm just happy to be able to hand out 
and sell T-shirts to raise money to sup- 
port the foundation." 
Junior Kaitlyn Hackert, breast can- 
cer awareness co-chair, said, "About 
see ZTA, pagt 4 
Guess who's coming to JMU: (a), (b), or (c)? 
TRICK QUESTION!! ITS ALL OFJHE ABOVE!!! 
the animal planers 
J October 6,2004 ^8:00 PM 
mi in Waft Ban 
Tickets on sale starting Sept. 27 $2 w/ JAC, $3 w/o and at door 
sponsored te SSJ Qass CoraA (MiSS, aafl # ^Sk-*       http://upb.jmu.edu 
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JAIL: Police ride-along results in 
confiscation of reporter's notes 
I All    £~_ • aL I Ait. from page 1 
I continue to scrawl obser- 
•-arjon about the "drank tank" 
■vhen a jailer approaches me. 
Ifs now nearly 1:45 a-m. 
I've been speaking with cops 
ror more than 10 minutes when 
he female officer says I'm not 
illowed to be in the jail. 
1 protest, because a po- 
ice officer invited me into 
:he station to observe. She 
tays it doesn't matter, "not 
jnless it was approved by 
Sheriff Farley." 
For some unknown rea- 
son, four pages of my notes 
ire confiscated. 
I'm whisked away and 
rlimb into the patrol car wait- 
ing outside. I had glanced at 
Tiy notes before reluctantly 
landing them over, trying to 
rommit quotes and observa- 
tions to memory. 
Quickly, my hands shak- 
ing, I scribble what 1 recall. 
As Landes and I leave 
the parking lot, the tall, 
metal gates guarding the 
jail open for another pa- 
trol car. A handcuffed girl 
who appears intoxicated 
is led from the vehicle 
and sits on the curb. 
"She mess up your ve- 
hicle?" one officer yells to 
another. Apparently, alcohol 
illness is a problem. 
Though JMU police 
deal with an average of 
five drunk in publics or 
alcohol illnesses a week, 
Landes says he fears some 
student's don't think the 
police are approachable 
Tm afraid somebody's gon- 
na die one night," Landes says. 
"If they get an alcohol vi- 
U  
If they get an 
alcohol violation, 
they get an alcohol 
violation, but at 
least they're alive 




olation, they get an alcohol 
violation, but at least they're 
alive to go to court." 
Editor's Note: The Breeze 
plans to file a proltsl with the 
Sheriff's office and will work to 
recover the confiscated notes. 
HEALTH: Alcohol poisoning 
problem on college campuses 
HEALTH, from page! 
or lips or cold clammy skin, 
as these are signs of a lack of 
oxygen. Simmons said. "Ba- 
sically, it's suffering from 
hypoxia, lack of oxygen." 
Going in and out of con- 
sciousness is another diffi- 
cult sign to recognize. 
If people's eyes are roll- 
ing back in their head, they 
fall asleep in the middle of 
a sentence or you cannot 
wake them up, they are los- 
ing consciousness. 
When a person comes 
into the ER with alcohol poi- 
soning, or what they think is 
alcohol poisoning, the person 
will be put under surveillance 
and allowed to sleep. 
Shanks said they will 
be watched because the 
BAC can continue to rise 
and the person may need 
his or her airways protect- 
ed to get enough oxygen. 
He said the police are not 
called when a student is 
brought into the ER with 
alcohol poisoning, even if 
he or she is underage. 
Occasionally the doc- 
tors will have to pump 
someone's stomach, but 
Shank said, "It's extreme- 
ly rare to pump someone's 
stomach because putting 
a tube down [someone's) 
esophagus could do more 
harm than good." 
JMU has many programs 
to warn students of the dan- 
gers of excessive drinking. 
When students turn 21, 
the Office of Health Promo- 
tions sends them birthday 
cards encouraging them to 
be responsible. 
OHP also has programs 






ZTA, from page 3 
10 years ago, one in 11 women 
were diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Thanks to scientific advancements 
and detedkri methods, that figure 
has dropped down to one in eight" 
The sorority enlists help from 
organizations such as the Uni- 
versity Health Center to help get 
the word out. "Our main goal 
is to spread awareness," said 
junior Kane Miller, ZTA breast 
cancer awareness co-chair. 
For a list of events, visit the 
JMU Web site "Notes for Stu- 
dents" section. 
"We want to thank everyone 
for coming out and showing 
support," Hackett said. "With 
enough support, we will be able 
to eventually find a cure." 
Proud Representatives Initiating Dynamic Enrollment 
Madison FILM spead the purple. Become a RR.I.P.E. Rep! 
Wanted: 
JMU STUDENTS TO LEAD INFORMATION 
SESSIONS AT THEIR HOMETOWN HIGH SCHOOLS! 
Come to ONE of these training sessions: 
Monday, Oct. 4th 8pm Sonner 
Tuesday, October 5th 7:30pm ISAT136 
Wednesday, Oct. 6th 8pm Sonner 
FOR MORE INFO e-mail Zach (mercurza@jmu.edu) or Kristin (naylorlg@jmu.ed_. 
HAIR 
Beware! 
If you'd like to 
remove some hair — 
'Cause it's okay up here' 
bul not 'right ihere' — 
Well, now there's 
permanent hair reduction, 
Wiihouc the time 
or painful production.' 






of unwanted hair. 
For a consultation, call: 
_*M§ADOU/CREST EM.T. 
(540M3J-9399 
(86616I7-93W (Toll Fr««> 
C. Wayne Gales. M.D. .tMlkmnuuiknad 
li-numbuig. VA 22801 
500,000 New Books 
Save 60% fo 90% 
manLUIaWMn 
f_B Hoot* X baft 
O-V'4.50 
October 9 thru 24 
















wltk selection t of Amerkm I 
worU history, sociology, fktioo 
X therotote, science X netmi, 
rotfkn, mulo books, comoeter 
books, ktoltk I fitness, soil- 
kolp, (Moron's books end more. 
Open Only During Scheduled Dales from 9AM-7PM Daily 
Open Columbus Day, Monday, Ocl 11th from 9»M-7PM 
Walk-In Haircuts r 
9 Stylists & Barbers 
We specialize in everthing to do with hair. 
Accepting all major credit cards 
West Side Barbershop 
& Stitluta Satan 
442.6722 ' 
Transit Bus 3 
Beside Westover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West 
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(Qwntities limited oriive tuny lot but sthdM.) 
lotcrtd 15 minuMs south of JMU Uta !-• I to nil 
?40, turn .QStooMtHtwlch lor itwsigos 
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu 
2 192 Green VolleyLn., Ml. Crawford, VA 2284 1 (800)385-0099 
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432-0610 
How Would Your Sorority Like 
To Host Your Halloween Party At THE 
PUB? Call For Details 432-0610 
Wed - Comedy & Music by Intense City 
Thurs - Karaoke/Dance Party with 
no cover [why nay to ulav?) 
Sat - Clyde Wrenn Band and JMU Alum 
Justin Jones 
.35 Wings Everyday. Free Pool Mon 
$3 Specials Everyday 4-7 PM 
Late Night Food Tue- Thurs 
dothepub.com 
CROSSWORD 
1 2 3 
18 
5 5 7 






18 19 20 
21 22 23 
32 
25 27 28 29 30 
31 
37 
33 34 35 
36 38 38 






SO 51 52 53 
54 K 
57 » 50 
SUPPORT OUR TROOPS CONCIRI 
is giving away 
Wednesdci) < >< tobvi t>th. JOIN 
~nn> l'(   liillidoni 
another $ 100! 
Show up wearing any James McHone logo T-shirt 
JAMES JJ^CHONE 
antique jewelry 
Don't hove a t-snrtf Call 433-1833 or stop by James McHone jewelry today 
For concert details e-mail Catherine at roseka@jmu.edu 
ACROSS 
I Predicament 
4 "I give up!" 
9 "What'd I tell 
youT 
12 Census datum 







21 Kind of 
antelope 






28 HMO fee 
31 Messes up 
33 Pack away 







43 Wr Ik '•; dances 
45 Deli purchase 
47 "-Got a 
Secret" 
48 Eggs (Latin) 
49 Try for the 
extra point 
54 Moment 
55 With 10 
Down, 
uncomfortable 
56 Pirouette pivot 
57 Raw rock 
58 Secluded 
valleys 






4 Actress Andress 
5 Child under a month 
old 
6 Processor, for short 
7 Yoga position 
8 Re a people 
9 Cart-man's town 
10 See 55-Across 
11 Stretched (out) 
16 Memorable period 
20 Stravinsky or 
Sikorsky 
21 Actress Judith 




27 Alfred E. Neuman's 
magazine 
29 Carpet layer's 
calculation 
30 Sweet potatoes 
32 Antitoxins 
34 Of temporary 
interest 
37 Trans-parent 
39 Wants enviously 
42 1.000 (French) 
44 Albanian money 
45 "Been better, been 
worse" 
46 Make a state-ment 
50 Detergent brand 




WANT TO EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF THE CHASE? 
DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE! 
COME TO THE LEASING KICK0FF FRIDAY, OCT. 1ST 
DOORS OPEN AT 9AM, KISS FM WILL BE LIVE FROM 4-7 
FOOD, PRIZES, FUNII 
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments 
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area 
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers 
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse 
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables 
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Hoi SK F.DITORIAI 
Baseball's return to D.C. welcome 
After 33 years, the capitol of the Unit- 
ed States has been given the nod to start 
playing America's pastime again. Yes, 
Washington, D.C, was granted a some- 
what dubious gift last Wednesday — the 
floundering Montreal Expos — and will 
host home baseball games next season 
for the first time since 1971. 
Ultimately, the destiny of the team 
should be a glorious one — the return of 
baseball to D.C, brings with it the hope 
of further business and commercial 
development that would bring money 
back into the city from the suburbs. It 
will be another point of pride for all the 
sports fans in the region. 
Actually, the Expos aren't flounder- 
ing — they've already floundered, gone 
under, been dragged out and resuscitat- 
ed, and gone under again. The team has 
never won a World Series in its 35-year 
history and currently is owned by Ma- 
jor League baseball itself — the League 
bought the team for $120 million two 
years ago and has been trying to unsad- 
dle itself from the team ever since. 
Now — after a lengthy process that 
considered places such as Portland, 
Ore., Las Vegas and Northern Virginia 
— DC, gets the chance to take the bur- 
den of the Expos and turn it over to a 
group of its native sons. 
The city has brought an innovative 
and promising plan to the table that 
would fund the $440 million construc- 
tion of a new stadium on the Anacostia 
waterfront without placing a significant 
financial burden on the fledgling team. 
Most of the funding would come 
from taxes on businesses that most like- 
ly would benefit from the development 
that will follow the construction of the 
stadium. Funds also would be derived 
from in-stadium taxes and rent paid by 
the team to the city for the use of the sta- 
dium, according to The Washington Post. 
It is fortunate that this rent will be 
minimal — only $3.5 million a year. As a 
result, the former Expos will not be bur- 
dened with deep financial obligations 
and instead can invest in athletes and 
support staff that will prove more ben- 
eficial in the long run, since a good team 
generates more revenue than a bad one 
— just ask Montreal. 
D.C, Mayor Anthony Williams de- 
serves credit for putting together a 
plan that is conducive to invigorating 
a poorer area of the city. His plan will 
put D.C, back on the map as one of the 
elite cities with a team in the four major 
sports — football, hockey, basketball 
and baseball. 
Baseball's return to the capital will 
heal the wounds left when owner Bob 
Short moved the Senators to Texas in 1971 
and already is giving an air of hopeful 
expectation to little league ballplayers 
and sports bar owners alike. A new era 
of afternoons at the ballpark is dawning 
in D.C. and the cry of "Play ball!" almost 
can be heard on the wind. 
On THE WIRE 
PSU program trains frat bouncers 
What would a State College 
bar be like without bouncers? 
You could imagine how 
things might get a little out 
of hand without door staff or 
waitstaff keeping an eye on 
boozing students. 
At many fraternity parties, 
few house members are able to 
truly watch guests just as bounc- 
ers do at bars - or when they do, 
they might be unsure of how to 
react to a bad situation 
Thaf s why the new Train- 
ing for Intervention Proce- 
dures program for fraternities 
has potential to improve the 
Greek community. 
The TIPS sessions, which 
began this weekend, include 
discussion and other ac- 
tivities on how to recognize 
when someone is intoxicated 
and who is liable for alcohol- 
related incidents. 
But this program has a 
downside as people who 
complete TIPS must truly act 
as bouncers and not resort to 
physical violence. The par- 
ticipants will need to take 
this seriously for it to work. 
Also, police and bouncers 
are known to have certain re- 
lationships in which the door- 
staff are given leeway in han- 
dling intoxicated patrons until 
officers arrive. If s unlikely that 
police would give fraternity 
members this leeway, and so 
they should not act as if they 
have this leeway. 
To continue with this compar- 
ison bouncers ate not allowed to 
drink alcohol while working. 
If certain fraternity mem- 
bers are to be designated as 
watching (or overly intoxicat- 
ed guests or improper behav- 
ior, they should not be permit- 
ted to be drunk either so they 
can act logically 
Guests will also need to re- 
spect the fraternity members 
Bar patrons respect bouncers 
because they know staff mem- 
bers have a certain level of au- 
thority and can detain unruly 
customers until police arrive 
This level of respect may 
not exist with those in the 
greek community, but it may 
not be necessarily the case. 
This level of respect may 
stem from the bouncers' rela- 
tionship with the police, and 
fraternities do not have this 
connection of authority. 
The TIPS program could 
be a beneficial way for frater- 
nities to be responsible and 
handle guests appropriately 
while preventing parties from 
getting out of control. Ifs a re- 
sponsible thing for tne frater- 
nities to do. Everybody in the 
community knows that drink- 
ing occurs at fraternity hous- 
es. This training is a good way 
to try to curb dangerous situa- 
tions at fraternity parties. 
We just need to make sure 
that fraternity members who 
complete this training also 
don't get out of control, and 
take their positions to curb 
potential dangers seriously. 
This staff editorial originally 
appeared in Pennsylvania State 
University's Daily Collegian. 
UP FOR DEBATE 
Debate showcases foreign policy 
President .George W. Bush and Mass. Sen. 
John Kerry squared off in the first of a series of 
three debates (plus one vice presidential debate) 
at the University of Miami at Coral Gables, Fl., 
on Thursday, Sept. 30. The debate, hosted by 
PBS anchor Jim Lehrer, focused exclusively on 
foreign policy. The two presidential candidates 
were asked alternating questions and given two 
minutes to answer. After the candidate being 
asked the question responded, his opponent was 
given 90 seconds to respond. Additional 30-sec- 
ond rebuttals were allowed at Lehrer's discre- 
tion. Both candidates were prompted through 
the questions into outlining their thoughts and 
plans (or the next (our years of foreign policy. 
The next presidential debate will be in a 
town hall format — a debate driven by audi- 
ence questions — on Friday, Oct. 8, and the 
third debate — which will follow the format of 
the first and address domestic policy — will be 
on Wednesday, Oct. 13. The only vice presiden- 
tial debate is on Tuesday, Oct. 5. 
Patrick Callahan, contributing writer 
Both candidates came out to defend their 
views on foreign policy and the war in Iraq. Dem- 
ocrats looked for Kerry to hit a home run by lay- 
ing down his plan for Iraq and by explaining his 
goals for the United States on a global scale. Re- 
publicans expected Bush to recite his usual lines 
about staying the course and bringing freedom 
to the world. Both aides got what they wanted. 
However, the victory goes to Kerry thanks to his 
ability to clearly and concisely express his vision 
of an America that attacks terrorism from a glob- 
ally united perspective. Bush reassured his sup- 
port from those who share his beliefs and don't 
need extensive oratory or in-depth explanations 
to confirm their stance. But he failed to reach 
those people who will determine the outcome of 
this election — the undecided voters. He stuck to 
his guns by giving short and cliche answers that 
will prove to be unconvincing to those outside 
his drde of right-wing supporters. Kerry vowed 
to lead the fight against terrorism in a way that 
will bring the world together in a common goal 
rather than pushing international opinion aside. 
Brian Goodman, staff writer 
It cannot be doubted that Kerry came away 
as the overall performance winner in Thursday 
nighf s debate. As many of his public appear- 
ances are, he came off as polished as freshly 
cleaned glass — botox injections and $1,000 
haircuts will do that for a man. 
But when appealing to the public it was —at 
best—a draw for Kerry, who still is unable to talk 
to Americans like he is an American — a prob- 
lem the president doesn't have. Bush's colloquial 
— yet strong — speech, as well as his newfound 
quick retorts, won him significant bmwnie points 
The political climate after the debate there- 
fore is almost entirely unchanged, exoept that 
the two candidates tactfully called each other 
names to their faces, rather than in stump 
speeches to farmers in swing states. Kerry still 
claims Bush lied, but shouldn't be called a liar. 
Bush still claims Kerry flip-flops, but shouldn't 
be called a pair of Rainbow sandals. 
As a result, Republicans still are proud of 
Bush and Democrats still are happy that Kerry 
isn't Bush. It is the swing voters, 30 percent 
strong, who were no better off Friday morning 
than they were Thursday night. 
Triivig Jones, senior writer 
Kerry clearly outdebated Bush in the first 
presidential debate Thursday night. Kerry was 
clearer on the issues, more eloquent and gen- 
erally appeared more presidential throughout 
the 90-minute duel. 
Kerry finally gave clear answers on the ma- 
jor issues, while Bush failed to have a firm grasp 
on them. Kerry, a former member of the Yale 
University debate team, won this debate with 
his eloquence and body language superiority. 
Kerry seemed better prepared, quicker on his 
feet and spoke in short, concise sentences. Bush 
stuttered and paused often seemed confused by 
his own answers and frequently struggled to fill 
the time allotted to him. Kerry stood tall with his 
back straight and head high looking very com- 
fortable the whole time Bush was somewhat 
hunched over his lectern and seemed nervous, 
flustered and fidgety — appearing smaller and 
leas commanding than his Frankenstern-esque 
opponent When Kerry criticized Bush he re- 
acted with scowls, smirks and squints, while 
looking disgusted. Bush's scowl already is being 
compared to Al Gore's infamous loud and pained 
sighs during the first debate back in 2000. 
Democratic voters now feel that it is possible 
to be for Kerry and not just against Bush. How- 
ever, Kerry only has won the battle — not the 
war. This one debate does not necessarily mean 
anyone has gained or lost votes, yet it certainly 
is a step in the right direction. 
Jonathan Kelly, contributing writer 
The question of how the candidates would 
bring about stability in Iraq and defend the 
homeland was interlocked with thought-pro- 
voking musings on the merits of the use of force 
and nation building even though neither candi- 
date demonstrably was clear. They preferred to 
map out general guidelines on how to proceed 
in Iraq rather than specific concrete steps, with 
Bush emphasizing resolute perseverance and 
Kerry seeking allied aid. Security issues pertain- 
ing to Iran and North Korea, wherein nuclear 
weapons are being sought or mass-produced, 
received considerable attention. 
Kerry's breadth of knowledge and experience 
in foreign affairs, as well as his rhetorical agility, 
shone through flawlessly. Though he appeared 
somewhat nervous in the beginning, the senator 
had no trouble forging ahead in the debate. He 
conveyed his points with the impassioned rea- 
son of a country preacher, protecting a combina- 
tion of authoritativeness and emotion. Anyone 
who had heard rumors of the senator's extensive 
debate training now had full confirmation. 
The president successfully executed his fa- 
miliar style of elegantly rugged forcefumess, 
although he frequently seemed to run out ol 
material to use and sometimes appeared testy. 
One of his most adroit moments was his an- 
ecdote of an interpersonal encounter with the 
wife of a fallen soldier in which he conveyed 
the difficulty that any president experiences ol 
putting troops in harm's way. It was a resource- 
ful method of appealing to women, especially 
married women, within the electorate. 
Alex Sirney, opinion editor 
Thursday nighf s debate was a solid success 
— it allowed both candidates to reveal the deep 
ideological differences in their methods, if not 
their goals, for conducting US. foreign policy. 
Both Kerry and Bush clearly articulated their 
points, resulting in a high-quality debate. While 
Bush tended to repeat himself at times and give 
occasionally vague or irrelevant answers, it 
was clear that Bush favors acting in the United 
Stater' interest regardless of the sentiments of 
the world community, while Kerry favors a 
multinational approach and would draw many 
nations together into a true coalition. 
They both perceive similar threats to the Unit- 
ed States, but this revelation of the differences in 
their methods greatly should help undecided vot- 
ers determine which candidate they agree with. 
It is likely that the debate on Oct. 13 that covers 
domestic policy will reveal even deeper ideologi- 
cal differences, further showing that, while both 
certainly have the nation's best interests at heart, 
they differ greatly on how to achieve it. 
As a result of these debates, this election 
should not come down to the choice between the 
lesser of two evils that many perceived the 2000 
election to be, but rather the choice between who 
the electorate believes has the best strategy to lead 
the United States domestically and abroad. 
Editorial policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breere are welcome and encouraged Letters 
should be no longer than 250 words and can be e-mailed to breezeopinion9hoOniil.com or mailed to 
MSC 6805 G1, Anthony-Seeger Hall. Harrisonburg, VA 22807. 
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A "wake-up-and-look-at-yourself' dart to the WVU 
member who wrote the letter to the editor. WVU fans cursed, 
spit pushed and threw beer at JMU fans and you have the 
nerve to complain about a cheer calling your team "over- 
rated," which they are. 
From a diehard Dukes fan who was at the game and thinks 
you should take the blinders off and set how obnoxious your 
fans art before you point fingers at others 
An "I-don't-care-if-you-were-showing-off-be- 
cause-it-was-just-that-cool" pat to the guy who 
rode up a hill on only his back bike tire. 
From a whetly-challenged onlooker who thought 
your trick was quite impressive. 
A "rage-against-the-machine" pat to the girl in ISAT 
who helped me fight the drink machine when it stole three 
drinks worth of money and only gave us one drink. 
From a junior who enjoyed the drink and appreciates you 
sacrificing it to quench her thirst. 
A "holy-splat" pat to the guy on the bike who 
crashed into the tree in front of the library while 
waving to his friends. 
From two bystanders who believe that you should 
keep your pride because you make people-watching a 
heck of a lot better. 
A "now-you-can-do-my-laundry" dart to the kids who 
left a condom on my pillow as some sort of sick joke. 
From a freshman who can only say she's happy it 
wasn't used. 
A "check-that-one-off-the-list" pat to the 
group of senior girls who streaked the Quad to 
complete their list of things they want to do be- 
fore they graduate. 
From a senior who loves your adventurous spirits 
and commitment to completing the list. 
Mm ;ii least when those limes happen, you can complain. 
bm  i t>pinii»t<" ln>liiiuil.i om 
RSS3- COLLEGE « PRO FOOTBALL 
Largest & Only Hi-Def Widescreen 
& Individual Table Volume Control 
O Saturday: Colltgi Gimti various gainst 
© Sunday: Vots for your laiorite oamis for tho 1p A 4p games a) Dmi all waakl, Sunday Night Footkill 
~  Monday: Monday Night Football 
Come experience the quality hi-definilion on the" big screen and delicious 
Greek, American, and Italian food at your table or delivered to your door! 
121 South Main Sttoot  110 Port Republic Road       Delivery 101 -TOGO       Menu and Hours Opan On 
564 1417 M1-K46 www.davestavania.com      www.GoLookOM.coai 
FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS 
The Christian Science Monitor 
An independent, unbiased International dairy newspaper 
with worldwide readership 
Founded in 1908 "To in|ure no man, but to bless all mankind" 
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents In 9 countries providing concise 
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas, 
arts/leisure, sdence/technology, and MORE! A great research tool. 
Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library 
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com 
CarrbsssBV R Tan 
Lomnaoe Garner 
'   ' SHOODiq 
Come kelp us celebrate a successful beginning to our new game and bobby ■tore! 
There will be representatives on hand to give demonstrations of several popular games. 
Workshops and demos are free; tournament entry fees are (3.00. 
<yja-<3CT-Lo?T 
625 Mr Curtron p»?e Mawnoneuw. vfl 
G)6 COILL HOLD DOOR PRIZ6 DRAWINGS HMD <{PeClllL ttlLCS 
30 beds @ each location 
Cirinit Tan 
Buy 3 tans for 
CaritfSfc'ri Tan 
Buy 5 tans for 
$10 $20 
(all beds) 
Limit one per customer. 
■   Coupon can only be used once. 
(all beds) 
Limit one per customer. 
■   Coupon can only be used once. 
I CarihfMn Tan 
Sale! Buy any 
Bottle of lotion for 
$25i 
OcrooeR? 
Games workshop overview 
and new 40K Q&A - Noon 
40K Game Demo - 1pm 
Magic: The Gathering 
Type 1 tournament - 1pm 
Painting workshop - 2pm 
Warhamincr demo - 3pm 
Scenery workshop - 4pm 
Lord of the Rings 
miniature game demo - 5pm 
Star Wars collectable 
miniatures tournament - 6pm 
OcrooeRD 
Lorg or the Ringa TCG 
drmni tournament - lpm 
Magic: The Gathering CCG 
demo 0c tournament - 2pm 
Vs. Syatem CCG demo - 3pm 
Star Wars collectable 
miniatures demo - 4pm 
Mumon Rift Wars 
TCG demonstration - 5pm 
Games workshop table 
open for play - mil day 
Limit one per customer. 
■   Coupon can only be used once. 
9-10p.mMon.-Fri. 
10-8 p.m. Sat. 
12-8 p.m. Sun. 
Early Bird Special! 
Buy a single session half price 
before noon! 
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds. 
Food Lion Harrisonburg Crossing 
t   .   Shopping Center Shopping Center 
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The women's volleyball 
team dropped its second game 
in a row Saturday night, 21-30, 
30-24, 30-28, 30-25 to George 
Mason University in Fairfax. 
The Dukes ended a seven- 
game winning streak Friday when 
they lost to Towson University. 
Saturday against the Patriots, 
JMU junior outside hitter Emilee 
Hussack led the Dukes in kills 
with 16. Senior middle blocker 
Kate Fuchs added 12 of her own 
in the Dukes' second straight 
losing effort. 
After dropping two, JMU 
now isll-4 and l-2in the Colonial 
Athletic Association with anoth- 
er CAA opponent forthcoming 
in Hofstra University Oct 8. 
The Dukes will take on the 
Pride at home, where JMU 
has won 13, straight dating 
back to last season. 
—from staff reports 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Dukes roll by Towson on Kokko's goals 
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS 
contributing writer 
On a crisp October night 
the Dukes continued their 
hot streak, scorching the 
Towson University Tigers 5- 
I Friday to earn their first 
Colonial Athletic Association 
win of the season. 
Freshman midfielder Lasse 
Kokko scored his third and 
fourth goals of the season to 
lead JMU. 
After notching the Dukes' 
first goal in the 15* minute 
off a cross from sophomore 
midfielder Kurt Morsink, 
Kokko finished JMU's scor- 
ing, cleaning up a drive by 
senior midfielder Denny Fulk 
and sophomore midfielder 
Mark Totten. 
The multi-goal performance 
was the first of Kokko's career. 
"Ifs nice to play in front 
of the home fans and all the 
girls." Kokko said. 
Eighty-four seconds after 
the first goal, junior midfield- 
er Danny Sheridan ended a 
scrum in front of the Towson 
net by muscling home the 
Dukes' second goal. 
The Dukes scored their third 
goal of the night on a finesse 
move by Totten. He maneu- 
vered down the right flank 
and placed a ball to Morsink, 
who struck the ball on a vol- 
ley, blowing past Towson goal- 
keeper Zak Thompson. 
Totten had two assists on 
the night, putting him in first 
place in the CAA with five. It 
was Totten's first multi-point 
game of the season. 
The Dukes led 4-0 at half- 
time against a team they tied 
0-0 on the road last season. 
"This team had about the 
same amount of skill as last 
year,"Tottensaid. "We just didn't 
sliow up to play that night." 
The home field advan- 
tage also fueled the Dukes to 
avenge last year's tie. 
"When you look at our 
record over the last couple 
years, the home field advan- 
tage is key," Totten said. 
"Especially on Friday nights 
under the lights and with 
the big crowd." 
The Dukes' next home 
game is Friday against Virginia 
Commonwealth University. The 
No. 22-ranked Rams knocked 
the Dukes out of the CAA 
tournament last year, 3-0. 
"VCU is always a big game 
since they're always ranked 
in the top 25," Totten said. 
"Them traveling here to play 
is a big advantage." 
Kokko added, "It's always 
nice to play against the top 
opponents." 
CAROLYN WAITER/*™* photogr^*,, 
Freehman midfielder Tristan Murray n(hts for possession 
during the Dukes" 5-1 wfei over Towson Friday. 
JMU 31, HOFSTRA 21 
JMU stays undefeated in A-10 
Dukes run over Pride, Rascati nearly perfect in 31-21 win   Game day 
BY TODD BAOCHI 
staff writer 
The JMU football team 
rushed for 306 yards Saturday 
night en route to a 31-21 victo- 
ry over the Hofstra University 
Pride at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
The Dukes came into the 
game ranked No. 24 nation- 
ally in the Sports Network 
polls. The victory improved 
their record to 3-1 overall and 
2-0 in the Atlantic 10. 
After missing last week 
with a shoulder injury, red- 
shirt sophomore running back 
Maurice Fenner rushed for 
149 yards and three touch- 
downs on 24 carries. Fenner 
admitted that he was a little 
surprised at how many times 
his number was called. 
"1 thought it would be a 
little more balanced [running 
and passing]," Fenner said. 
"As the game went on though, 
I realized that we were going to 
run the ball more and more." 
Not to be outdone by his 
backfield counterpart, red- 
shirt sophomore running back 
Alvin Banks also topped the 
century mark. Banks gained 
120 yards on 19 carries for his 
third 100-yard performance of 
the season. Banks had car- 
ried the ball 30 times last 
week against West Virginia 
University and said having 
Fenner in the lineup kept him 
fresh against the Pride. 
'It helped having Maurice 
back this week," Banks said. "It 
felt good to get that one breath- 
er and take a few plays off." 
Hofstra was playing with- 
out star quarterback Bobby 
Seek, who sat out with a knee 
injury. In his place, sophomore 
Anton Clarkson took control 
of the No. 1 passing offense in 
I-AA football. 
Midway through the first 
quarter a Hofstra fumble at 
the JMU 25-yard line gave the 
Dukes the ball. Fenner gained 
38 yards on back-to-back car- 
ries to start the drive, giving 
Hofstra a sign of things to 
come. Fenner then finished 
what he started with a four- 
yard touchdown run to put 
the Dukes up 7-0 with 307 left 
in the quarter. 
After Hofstra tied the 
game early in the second 
quarter, the Dukes scored 
with just over a minute 
remaining in the first half. 
Redshirt sophomore quar- 
terback Justin Rascati's 
seven-yard scramble gave 
the Dukes an important first 
down. Rascati capped the 
drive throwing a six-yard 
touchdown pass to redshirt 
senior fullback Chris Iorio, 
giving the Dukes a 14-7 
advantage at halftime. 
After the game, coach 
Mickey Matthews joked about 
his quarterback's athletic ability 
"I was surprised at how well 
he scrambled," Matthews said. 
Rascati finished with 188 
yards passing. He completed 
19 of his 22 attempts and was 
8 for 8 in the second half. 
Matthews praised Rascati's 
set HOFSTRA, page 9 
Redshirt sophomore quarterback Justin Rase 
ovaf the Hofstra University Pride  Rascati w 
CAROLYN WALSEX/JMOT pKnotn^hcr 
atl shakes a tackle during JMU's 31-21 victory 
a 19-22 for 188 yards and one touchdown pass. 
experience 
improving 
I entered a new decade this 
weekend, spending my 20* 
birthday at TV Breeze of all 
places, laying out pages so you 
have something to keep you 
awake in statistics class. Let me 
tell you this: You haven't lived 
until you've spent your birth- 
day cooped up inside an office 
on a 70-degree autumn day. 
















University as their offense ran 
the Pride out of the stadium en 
route to a 31-21 win. 
If there's one thing even 
JMU skeptics have to admit 
ifs that the atmosphere inside 
Bridgeforth has changed in 
2004. You can chalk it up to the 
inflatable Duke Dog, the near- 
completed Athletic Performance 
Center or those cool 32 oz., fight- 
song inscribed plastic cups from 
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POINTS      12  3  4  Total 
JMU 7   7    7    10     31 
Hofstra 0   7     7    7      21 
COMING UP 
JMU vs. UMass 
Sat. Oct. 9, 1:30 p.m. 
Field hockey defeats Towson 
EWN CYJPPMAN/i unmfvmv pKtotrapIt,, 
Sophomore midfielder Laura Pmett drives against 
Towson University Sunday. The Dukes won 2-0. 
BY MATTHEW STOSS 
assistant sports editor 
The field hockey team contin- 
ued its historical domination of 
Towson University Sunday after- 
noon, handing the Tigers their sec- 
ond Colonial Athletic Association 
leas — a 2-0 blanking at the JMU 
Field Hockey Complex. 
The Dukes now lead the all- 
time series 10-1. 
"I had looked at our history 
against Penn State and some other 
schools before, and now I try 
not to look it," coach Antoinette 
Lucas said. "I think we were 22-2 
against Richmond and we lost." 
Not only did JMU perpetuate 
history, the Dukes snapped a three- 
game losing skid in the process. 
"The beginning of the sched- 
ule was tough," freshman for- 
ward Amy DeCecco said. "It 
makes you want to win more. 
Today is the start of something, 
and it's a good CAA win." 
Towson was JMU's first game 
since Friday's double-overtime 2-1 
loss to the University of Delaware. 
"We were pissed." DeCecco 
said. "That was our mental- 
ity coming in. [Delaware] was a 
tough loss, but we played amaz- 
ing that game. Our mindset was. 
'we need a win today.'" 
DeCecco did her part. The 
true freshman sealed JMU's 
first conference win with 1:52 
to play. DeCecco took the feed 
from redshirt senior forward 
Alissa Santanna and found the 
back of the net for her second 
goal of the season. 
"Alissa was carrying (the 
ball] and passed it in," DeCecco 
said. "I tipped it passed the goal- 
ie and it went in." 
Before DeCecco's goal, the 
Dukes led 1-0 most of the game 
on the strength of sophomore 
midfielder Baillie Versfeld's 
sixth goal of the year 10 min- 
utes into the first half. 
With the win, JMU improves 
3-10 overall and evens their con- 
ference record at 1-1. Towson 
falls to 4-8 and remains winless 
in CAA play af 0-2. 
"I think it was definitely a 
big win," Versfeld said. "It ties 
us up in the CAA and it was 
much needed." 
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HOFSTRA: Rascati nearly 
perfect in Dukes' A-10 win 
HOFSTRA, from page 8 
performance, bul still said that 
he expects to play redshirt se- 
nior Matt LeZotte as well. 
"We're going to continue to 
play both quarterbacks," Mat- 
thews said. "I just felt that Jus- 
tin got into a rhythm today." 
After Fenner scored his third 
touchdown to put JMU up 28-14 
in the fourth quarter, junior cor- 
nerback Clint Kent recovered a 
"pooch lack" to give the Dukes 
the ball back. Sophomore place- 
kicker David Rabil then put the 
game away with a 34-yard field 
goal that made the score 31-14. 
Hofstra scored a meaningless 
touchdown with 4:25 left to 
nuke the final score 31-21. 
IRWIN: An editor in the stands 
IRWIS,frompage8 
think the difference in the 
game day experience stems 
from the fans, the product 
on the field and athletics 
marketing. 
1 went to nearly every 
football and men's basketball 
home game last year, decked 
out in my purple T-shirt with 
my makeshift JMU mega- 
phone I tailgated like it was 
my job, met some of the most 
dedicated college sports fans 
at this university and, yes, I 
stormed the court after men's 
hoops defeated George Mason 
University last February. But 
after spending Saturday night 
in the stands, I realized for the 
first time how much JMU fans 
love their Dukes. 
At 5:30 p.m., a half-hour 
before kickoff, Bridgeforth 
Stadium literally was shaking. 
The   estimated  game   atten- 
dance was 9,298; but from my 
seat, three rows up from the 
50-yard line, it felt like there 
were 30,000 people in my ear 
— it was glorious. 
Streamers were flying ev- 
erywhere; the noise level was 
deafening and the jumbo- 
Iron looked like it was about 
to explode as the Dukes took 
the field. I felt like I was in 
the middle of a giant block 
party, except the snack bar 
wasn't serving free Natty and 
that "from the window to the 
wall" song wasn't on repeat 
over the PA system. 
The game day experience 
has unproved — and if s start- 
ing to catch on all over cam- 
pus. My roommate came back 
from the bookstore Saturday 
at 2 p.m. and told me that 
people already were tailgat- 
ing in the baseball lot. Thaf s 
the atmosphere JMU needs. 
Athletics marketing has done 
an outstanding job promoting 
JMU sports, and the fans are 
starting to respond. 
I'm talking about people 
walking down the street whis- 
tling the fight song and fans 
getting loud as the Dukes pre- 
pare take the field. I'm talk- 
ing about the possibility of a 
14,000-seat stadium filled to 
capacity every Saturday. 
The Dukes are a potential 
DI-AA powerhouse. They 
have the talent; now they 
nearly have the fan base. 
Saturday night, JMU fans 
(myself included) finally saw 
why this team is getting na- 
tional recognition. There's no 
excuse anymore for the Madi- 
son faithful, we came out in 
droves for this game, and we 
were rewarded. We finally 
have a winner to cheer for. 
Happy Birthday to me. 
James Irwin is a sophomore 
SMAD major. 
$uppQrt"Our TrDDPB BEI1Eft"(SncE*fl 
Wednesday. October 6th 
7p,m. at P.C. Ballroom 
Tickets: $2 
All  proceeds will  go   towards buying 
American soldiers in Iraq comfort items 
while serving overseas. 
Ross Copperman Qdoba 
The Overtones Plan 9 
The JMU Breakdancing Club Buffalo Wild Wings 
Tne Junks James McHone Jewelry 






PARENT/  WEEKEND  FOOTBALL TICKET/ 
/TUDENTJ   CAM   PICK    UP   THEIR    PARENTS 
WEEKEND TiCKETr AT THE TICKET OFFICE IH THE 
CONVOCATION CENTER 
MONDAY. OCTOBER  4TH THROUGH FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 8TH.    TICKET OFFICE  HOUR/ ARE 
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM. 
1 ONE TICKET PER JAC CARD. r 
Pamper your pets at Valley Vets! 
Dr. Vicky Strickland 
Dr. John Daly 
Small Animal • Medical Surgery. 
Boarding • Grooming ^y J-VjETS 
498 University Blvd. 
Across from COSTCO 
ALL FILMS $2.50 (MIDNIGHT MOVIES $2.00) 
No Book Bags Allowed 
# Unlvor»rey Program Board Jarn«» Madison Univ»r»«y October Movies 
WEDNESDAY       THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY MIDNIGHT SUNDAY 
Classifieds THE BREEZE   www.thehreeze.org I MONDAY. OCT. 4, 200411Q 
CHARMING TWO 
BEDROOM HOUSE new campus 
QuM.      prime      Call      432-7377. 
SHUNG    SOUTHVIEW     SUBLEASE 
*n i needed Spring Semeiler   S)M 
a. raoMh. Male or Female (571)214-5058. 
WANT INSTANT ACCESS lo more 
Ulan 75S of the mnkni houaing? 
iMUofTcarnpua.com u Ihc fixe, fast, 
and eaay way lo compare home* 
umnhoutev apanmenu and graduale 
houjini  options.  JMVoffcampmcom 
ROOMMATE NEEDED lor 
Hunter's Ridge townhouse for Spring 
icmcncr. $225 month Furnished, 
washer/dryer, close lo campus. 781- 
439-8693      or      vaiimlicaQJim, tJ* 
PORT REPUBLIC I BEDROOM 
Collage wrth porch in historic river 
ana. $600 rent/depoait includes 
waler/ic»er/traih/washer/dryer 
and additional storage building. No 
smoking.   Pets   negotiable.   249-5449 
Going Ahmad Spring Semester? 
Uaa n» a*an ctsaato Ms to fw somsora 
rfa never kxi aarty. ao go onane » 
pace re*/id May" 
www.lhrbmze.orfj 
HOMES      FOR      SALE      Devon 
l-ane townhouse $100,000 
H»»oi»,»drnu»«    (540)    433-7325. 
HOW DOES EVERYONE ELSE Uaa) 
the best places to live? They know 
the secret. JMUofTcampus.com the 
moat complete, accurate and eaay 
listing of student properties. Fast, free, 
and     accurate.     JMVaffcmipta.com. 
SECTIONAL SOFA w sleeper 
reclincr $500 or best offer; wood 
desk with chair, $60  (540) 289-6616 
HELP WANTED 
BARTi-.NDING' $250 diy Potential 
No experience necessary Training 
provided.   (800)  965-6520  EXL   212. 
TAKING ONUNE SURVEYS MAKES 
YOU $75! www GeiPatdTomiA.com. 
RESPONSIVE    MANAGEMENT   A 
wildlife/natural resource research firm 
is hiring polite, professional, reliable 
people to conduct telephone research 
surveys (no sales) Bilingual Spanish 
interviewers also needed. Check our 
website at www.responiivemanagerneni 
com Part lime lo full-time hours. Sunday 
Fnday 4 p.m.- 9 p.m.; Saturday 12 p m - 
* pm  Apply at 130 Franklin Street 
MAKE   MONEY.   SURVEYS   Mali* 
Money al Home Taking Surveys? Is 
this possible? Find out the Truth at 
H HH   TruthAbouiSurvtyi com. 
MAKE MONEY TAKING SURVEYS 
Earn SIO-SI25 for Surveys Earn 
J25-S250 for Focus Groups. Visit 
www.caih4aiudents.com/brette. 
?n OFFICE ASSISTANT Looking for 
energetic person with attention to details 
Person needed to assist with clerical 
tasks such aa filing, typing, answering 
phone and running errands. 10 hnvwk. 
Mon-Fn, flexible hrs. Call between 12- 
I P m Avk for Shelley (540) 434-5513 
RESUMES      $Ioo!      Blue     Ridge 
Community  College (540) 453-2215 
WERE GIVING AWAY: Spring 
break vacations to Cancun. 
Mexico Enter the College Poker 
Championship It's FREE Register at 
www. collegepokenhampionshiop. com 
WANTED -DI"ERS AND -*OM"ERS 
If you participated in Destination 
Imagination or Odyiay of the Mind 
in High School, and would like 
to become a part of a University 
team. LET US KNOW! email 
aRnttraat@jmu.edu    (540)   255-3439. 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
ACCOMODATIONS 2 bedroom 3 
bath townhouse. full kitchen. Cancel 
reservations in Winchester' 3 minutes 
from     campus.     (540)     578-0165. 
YOGA at Dam and Company 
T7 East Market St Harrisonburg 
Each Tuesday 10:00-11:30 a.m. 
and 12:00-1:30 pm. Call Bool. 
Foster   w/   questions    540-292-1142. 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity 
Cruise1 5 Days from $279! Includes 
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach parties 
with 20* of your favorite tv celebrities 
aa teen on Real World. Road Rule-. 
Bachelor' Great beaches, nightlife 
Ethics award winning company! 
M H » SprlngHreakTravel.com. 
I    -800-678-6386. 
SPRING BREAK! CANCUN. 
APAPULCO. JAMAICA From S459 
* tax. Honda $159! Our Cancun 
Prices are $100 less than others! Book 
now! Includes breakfasts, dinner 
Ethics award winning company. 
View 500 hotel reviews and videos at 




Cruise   $299 
KAYAK PARTNERS WANTED 
Looking for others to kayak or canoe 
this fall If interested, call my cell 
after 5 or check into the following link 
lo  a  Yahoo  group.  (540)  246-8527 
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER 
Scheduling Bonus - 4 hours of your 
group's time PLUS our free (yea. free) 
fundraistng solutions EQUALS $1,000 
$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call 
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you 
schedule your non-sales fundraiser 
with Campus Fundraiser Contact 
CampusFundnuser. (888) 923-3238. 
or    visit    www.campysfiindrauercom. 
SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem 
jumps from 13.500' from our 22 
jumper aircraft. Gift Certificates! 
877-DIVESKY (877-348-3759). 
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with 
STS, America's fll Student Tour 
Operator to Jamaica. Cancun. 
Acapuko. Bahama* and 
Florida Now hiring on-campus 
reps. Call for group discounts 
Information/ Reservations 
1 -800-648-4849.    WmmmWm el1 gM 
SPRING BRKAK 2M5 Oial-cagc 
Find a better price? 
lowest prices, free meals, honest parties) 
November 6th deadline' 
Hiring reps - earn free trips and cash! 
Uvwii^airinm      1-800-126-7710. 
Cancun   $469 
Jamaica $469 
lowest Men On Sprtrtf *•**. GUttAMTHO 
•teOSMM W HU IW OMana-i HmWVaC Man 
www SprlnsBrtflkTraytl.com 
1-800-678-6316 
#1 SPRING BRIAK WEBSITE* 
Lowest prices guaranteed! 
Free meals! 
Book II people, get 12th trip free! 






'\js     Fret T->hirt 
Place a 
FUN AD 





Go online lo check out prices 
& place your ad today1 
www^ubrttze.orfklassifieds 
U for the Breeze!! 
ow accepting resumes for Advertising Account Executive!! 
leni'ii. i 
Submit resumes to Matt Lastneror tfree JtfJUs 
Breeze office (in [he basement of Anthony-1- 
~~ !3th. 
Sntnandoan, 
^127 ore-mail lhe_breeze@jm 
Hall)hylMi<BMd»y.Ociobcrl?l
u.edu for mare mfonTltio 
l^afaMaaaalCar* with • PreaoneJ Touch 







Leonard W. Aamodt. MD. F ACOG 
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG 
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS 
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS 
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH 
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED 
119 University Blvd., Suite B 
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753 
Office (540) 438-1314 
Toll Free (877) 438-1314 
Fax (540) 438-0797 
www.swhc.net 
meetjmu.com 
forum   I chat ) galleries I events 
Welcome to JMU's online dorm! 
IN 4 weeks, 
IT LL all 
BE OVER. The Bluestone The Yearbook of James Madison University 
ORGS... 
Call x6541 to schedule an appointment 
for one of the following times: 
OCTOBER 4-7, 11, 13-14, 18-20 
7-9 PM 
WARREN HALL, TRANSITIONS ROOM 
Get Your Yearbook Picture 




Contact The Bluestone at x6541 
or 
email jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com 
Come by at one of the following times: 
OCTOBER 4-8,11-14,18-22 
MONDAY: I-5PM 
TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY: IOAM-5PM 
WARREN HALL, TRANSITIONS ROOM 
(TAYLOR HAIL, ROOM 405 ON OCT. 12) 
' 
I 
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Society's numerous beauty standards don't come without price 
Looking good doesn't 
always come easily. The age- 
old cliche' — "beauty is pain" 
— seems to have proven itself 
true more often man not. 
Even for the lucky ones 
who are born attractive, 
some upkeep is necessary 
to maintain such a state. 
With constant pressure to be 
good-looking and fit many 
people go to extremes in the 
hope of achieving the impos- 
sible goal of perfection. 
Hair removal is a process 
that is used by many women 
to signify beauty, From eye- 
brow to Brazilian waxes, hair 
removal is not a pleasant 
experience. Sticky, hot wax 
is dripped onto the desired 
area and ripped off faster 
than you can say "yeeeow!" 
Yet, most women con- 
tinue to subject themselves 
to this torture in order to 
have perfectly-arched eye- 
brows and baby-soft skin. 
Most would say the end 
result is well worth the pain 
— my8*" '"eluded. 
The hair issue doesn't 
stop there. The conquest 
for the perfect haircut and 
color is an ongoing process 
for many women. Stylists 
highlight, lowlight, dye, 
layer and angle with one 
goal in mind — hopefully, 





Looking young and 
flawless is not painless 
— especially for those 
who are neither. TV shows 
such as ABC's "Extreme 
Makeover" and Fox's "The 
Swan" demonstrate this. 
These shows take people 
who believe they are unat- 
tractive and turn them into 
cookie-cutter "beauties" 
and "handsome" men. 
The road to perfection is 
tar from pleasant — breast 
enhancements, facelifts. 
rhinoplastv and liposuc- 
tion have become common 
assets on people. 
After watching ABC'S 
"Wife Swap," I was shocked 
by a typical day in the 
life of the rich,  but not- 
Cet famous, )odi Spolansky. 
luch of Spolansky's day 
is spent completing three 
separate workout sections 
with her personal trainer. 
I have to wonder if fitting 
into smaller Gucci pants is 
worth all the rigorous exer- 
cise, muscle soreness and 
money. Her day is topped 
off with a facial, manicure, 
pedicure and a four-hour- 
tong shopping session. 
The pedicure part made 
me stop and think. I have 
one word for men — stilet- 
tos. These gorgeous shoes 
make women's legs appear 
longer and more defined, 
but this does not reduce the 
pain they trigger or the pos- 
sibility of permanent dam- 
age they could cause. Still, 
most women wouldn't think 
twice before slipping on a 
pair before a hot date or a 
night out. Maybe if they con- 
sidered these consequences 
ahead of time, they would 
change their minds. 
A -fosl-good film" wtth humor similar to that In "Shrofc," "Shark Tala" twines computar animation Into the llmallght onca again 
laughs, "Shark Tala" should hook audiences of all ages. 
DREAMWORKSMf 
With • plot that snvelopa romance-, action and 
BY ASHELV MCCLELLAND 
senior writer 
The makers of "Shrek" have 
done it again. OK, well maybe not 
quiii- but they were awfully close. 
"Shark Tale" came out in theaters 
tin- week with an all-star cast and a 
humorous plot line, even for adults. 
The cast includes the voices 
of Will Smith 11, Robot"), Renee 
Zellweger ("Chicago"), Angelina 
Jolie ("Sky Captain and the World 
of Tomorrow), Robert De Niro 
("Godsend"), Martin Scorsese 
("Gangs of New York") and lack 
Black ("House of Rock"). 
The story centers on the plights 
of two characters. The first is a veg- 
etarian shark named Lenny (Black) 
and the second is a fish named 
Oscar (Smith) who wants to make 
it to ihc top of the reef to become 








Lenny is a shark from a "mob" 
family who controls the reef, but 
does not like to kill, even for his 
dinner While his brother takes 
him out to teach him to be a shark 
and eat fish, they come upon. 
Oscar, who has debts to pay off, 
can't seem to save money and has 
spent all his "clams" at the sea 
horse racetrack. When Lenny pre- 
tends to eat Oscar, his brother gets 
hit with an anchor and dies. Oscar 
takes credit for being a shark killer 
and becomes famous. 
While the story does have 
a "be yourself" moral, it also 
includes some adult humor, the 
same humor "Shrek" became 
popular for. It utilizes small quips 
and background details that pass 
over young children's heads but 
that adults catch. 
The movie also includes a 
cameo voice appearance by Katie 
Couric, who plays Katie Current, a 
fish news reporter. 
Overall the movie is a feel 
good film with a little bit of every- 
thing, including romance, action 
and a moral. The movie also has 
the amazing computer animation 
of "Shrek" and other movies, like 
"Toy Story," with creativity in 
creating fish and an underwater 
Times Square. The fish are not as 
lifelike as the "Finding Nemo" 
characters, but as the movie pro- 
gresses, the animations seem to 
take on the look of the actors who 
portray them. 
It may not be a movie you will 
want to see in the theater, since 
theater prices seem to be going up 
every day, but it is worth renting. 
M£>& K*nr 
• ««••   Go ata 
• •••     Cm. mrMsVvtx* « 
SMl|jahl|ltl. 
• ••   V*rfcrlt.nx»»lO|*. 
■ GnAonSCMl 
«J*   Sha*|S»»tc-n»—d 
•   Who 
J.WYOl :h.¥i. 
Every week, we inter- 
view a random student at 
JMU to be featured in our 
new JMYou profile. Al- 
though the questions StO) 
the same, you never know 
what the answers will be. 
Every Thursday. JMYou 
runs on the Web. Check out 
www.thcbrcc/o.org to see 




Hometown:Virginia Beac , Vs.! 
Major: Marketing 
If you could be any utensil, what 
WOUid you be and Why? A spoon because I like 
tocudole 
If you couid take one item to a deserted island what would 
it be and why? Toilet papei-leaves leave rashes. 
What if your favorite make oi-t song? low Song* by 311 
What was your dream job when you were younger? 
lobe rr* next veraVVangsotcouk) design goigeouswacklinggcftvna and wear 
them every day. 
KATELYN WYSZYNSKl/Bqff pAMoc'.V*'' 
DeGraw to play lyrical 
music in packed hall 
Tickets for the Gavin DeGraw 
concert sold out in just two days, 
making it the fastest-selling con- 
cert yet said Jeremy Paredes, 
director of media relations for 
University Program Board. 
"We Kad no idea |the concert) 
would sell out this fast," Paredes 
said. "But that's awesome." 
Gavin DeGraw will play to a 
Backed Wilson Hall Auditorium 
riday, Oct 26 at 7 p.m. 
Wilson Hall offers only 1,300 
seats compared to the 3,000 
available in the Convocation 
center. However, Wilson costs less 
and was easier to book — unlike 
the Convocation Center where 
basketball games complicate 
scheduling, Paredes said. 
Alternative guitarist Michael 
Tolcher will open for DeGraw. 
Tolcher is an alternative, 
Georgia-bred roots rocker, 
whose way with guitar-driven 
rock vocals turn most of his 
attractive original material into 
anthemic poetry" says All Music 
Guide critic Jonathan Widram. 
Working with the concert 
promotion and productions 
class, MUI 42Z UPB is excited 
to bring Degraw's soulful vocals 
to campus, Paredes said. AMG 
music critic Johnny Lofrus 
writes that Degraw's lyrics "add 
impressive emotional gravity 
to easily identifiable everyday 
moments." 
—from staff rtforls 
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Pheasant Run 
Townhomes 
Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards 
Great Room Eat In 
Kitchen 
Deck or Patio 
t=r 
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available, 
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher, 
Washer and Dryer, Microwave, 
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!! 
Pheasant Run 
Townhomes 
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantruanet 
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle 
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm 
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Editor m chief Alison Fargo a k curie u a mtmfWy 
Managing editor Kelly Jasper entertainment elude 
Ads Manager MattLastner affiliated with IMU't 
a la carte editor Liu Gerry student newspaper. 
The Breeze. 
As*, i la carte editor Sylva Florence 
Asst. a la carte editor Cheryl Lock 
Copy editor Caitr White 
Pkotoeditor Nathan Chiantella 
Photo editor Amy Paterson 
Art Director Jennifer Chanthapanya 
Graphics editor Kevan Maclver 
Webmaster Patrick Smith 
Online Editor Dan Szarejko 
Advisers Flip De Luca 
Alan Neckowitz 
David Wendelken 
KELLY JASPWsenior photographer 
If you think you know what this is a photo 
of, visit The Bnetza Web site with the correct 
answer and randomly be selected to win a $10 
gift certificate to Buffalo Wild Wings. 
Top 10 Flick Picks 
1. The Forgotten 
(starring Julianne Moore and Dominic West) 
2. Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow 
(starring Gwenyth Paltrow and Jude Law) 
3. Mr. 3000 
(starring Bemie Mac and Angela Bassett) 
4. Resident Evil: Apocalypse 
(starring Milla Jovovich) 
5. First Daughter 
(starring Katie Holmes) 
6. Cellular 
(starring Chris Evans and Kim Basinger) 
7. Shaun of the Dead 
(starring Simon Peg) 
8. Wimbledon 
(starring Kirsten Dunst and Paul Bettany) 
9. Without a Paddle 
(starring Seth Green and Matthew Lillard) 
10. Hero 
(starring Jet Li) 
'Except for "Shaun of the Dead," all of these mov- 
ies currently are playing at Regal Cinemas 14. 
SunAlb Treats tires 
Visit us at our new Location 
380 University Blvd. 
(across from Regal Theaters) 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 
Dine in or take out 
catering for all occasions 
Taking Reservations for 
Parents Weekend 
Harrisonburg's only \      \ 
boar head deli S64-2988 
k In carte   |October 4-November 1, 2004 neighborhood 
Watercolor society adds color to Valley 
I* 
BY SYLVA FLORENCE 
senior writer 
The word "volunteer" may 
invoke images of firefighters who 
save victims from burning build- 
ings, blood donors who flock to 
the local Red Cross, girls who offer 
to babysit during church and men 
and women who run crowded soup 
kitchens, but how about volunteer 
watercolor painters? 
The Shenandoah Valley 
Watercolor Society is composed 
entirely of volunteers — people 
who simply love watercolors and 
the stroke of a paintbrush on paper, 
said Robin Porter, executive director 
of the Arts Council of the Valley. 
The SVWS has 45 to 50 members, 
said member GerrieBrown. Members 
come from New Market, Staunton, 
Waynesboro, Harrisonburg and 
around the Shenandoah Valley 
to showcase their talent to the 
community and participate in 
weekly meetings at Oasis Gallery on 
South Main Street. Meetings consist 
of guest lecturers, refreshments and 
critiques to help improve members' 
artwork, said Brown. 
Since the SVWS' formation in the 
early '80s, JMU students and faculty 
have come and gone to meetings 
and functions, but none have joined 
thesociety, Brown said. 
SYLVA PLORENCE/Kfiior photographer 
Watercolor Society paintings are die- 
played and on sale around town at 
various locations around the 'Burg. 
"Students are always welcome 
to come," Brown said. "We reach out 
to anyone in the community who is 
interested in watercolor." However, 
several faculty members have 
spoken over the years at weekly 
SVWS meetings over the years. 
• Relatively poor turnout by 
students ana faculty has not seemed 
to deter SVWS members from 
getting involved in other aspects 
of the community. The society 
participates in special exhibits at 
schools and gives money to county 
elementary schools for art materials, 
Brown said. 
"We promote interest and 
support for watercolor and provide 
education opportunities for [our] 
members and for the public," 
Brown said. 
Currently, SWVS galleries exist 
in three locations — The Joshua 
Wilton House, the Frame Factory 
& Gallery and the Linnaeus 
Gallery. All three locations offer 
the chance to observe, as well as 
the chance to purchase watercolor 
[>aintings. Paintings cover mainly 
ocal subjects, like landscapes 
and architecture, among others. 
Prices range from $78 to over $500, 
depending on the painting. 
The SVWS' gentle, scenic style 
exactly suited the atmosphere in the 
Joshua Wilton House, said Wilton 
House owner Sean Pugh. "When 
my partners and I purchased [the 
Joshua Wilton House], the paint- 
ings were already there ... I would 
say if s because they fit with the 
atmosphere. The paintings are soft 
and quiet and are of local things." 
To check out paintings on sale 
or for more information,on the 
society go online at www.shenan- 
doahvalleywatercolor.com. 
Still Drea m ing of 
Summer N ights? 
A  Midsummer Night's Dream 
Playing  through   Nov.  26! 
Also  P.I 
The Most Lamentable Comedy of Sir John Falstaff • 
The Merchant of Venice • Dangerous  Liaisons 





Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar 
Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare, 
from appetizer to entree, your delicious 




829 E. Market Street Harrisonburg, VA 
43 Linda Lane, 
Next to Lowes 
432.-0851 
Caribbean Restaurant 
Tuesday Night is Student's Night! 
Bring your student ID to receive 
50 % offvour meal! 
4Jjf| Fall Frenzy October 4- November 1,2004 I a la carte 
V 
ALLIN TOR 
BY ERIN LEE/senior writer 
Fall provides the perfect opportunity to enjoy the outdoors 
before the weather changes. With the opening of corn mazes 
and outdoor festivals in the Valley, there should be plenty for 
a lover oftlie outdoors to do. 
Maize Quest 
A corn maze is the epitome of fall. 
Maize Quest is located at Bridgemont 
Farms, a family owned and operated 
business. Located in Mt. Jackson, 
a short drive up Interstate 
81 North, the eight-acre 
maze features two 




the maze a 
new theme, 
and this year it 
actually looks like 
a giant octopus," 
said family member 
Tim Day, who helps 
run the com maze. The 
theme mis year is Deep 
Sea Adventure. 
"You can actually spend 
rime with your friends to get 
something accomplished," said 
Faith Day, another family member who 
works at the maze. "Going to the movies 
is fun, but you can't talk to'your friend 
— here you can have fun, talk to them 
and hang out." There is a worksheet that 
participants fill out as they go through 
the 23 stations of the maze and find 
clues to reveal a final answer. 
"Ifs really fun for everybody of 
all different age groups," Faith said. 
Hayrides also are offered for large 
groups. Flashlights are recommended for 
nighttime adventurers. 
The last daily tickets are sold 
one hour before closing. For more 
information, check out www.cornmaze. 
com or call 477-4200. Costs are $6 for 
adults, $5 for children 12 and under 
and free for children 5 and under. 
The maze is open every weekend — 
Fridays from 4 to 10 p.m., Saturdays 
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays 
1 to 7 p.m. until Nov. 7. 
AutumnPeak festival 
The mountains of the Valley 
provide the perfect view of autumn 
leaves changing colors on trees. The 
AutumnPeak Festival at Massannutten 
Resort is the ideal place to catch a glimpse 
of this fall scenery, as well as experience 
fun activities, entertainment and food. 
VerStandig Broadcasting, Coors 
Brewery, Massannutten and Shenandoah 
Valley Chevrolet Dealers are sponsoring 
the 12th annual festival, with all proceeds 
benefiting the Rockingham County/ 
Harrisonburg Fire and Rescue Services. 
The festival runs at the resort Oct. 9 from 
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
"Ifs a wonderful event set on the 
beautiful slopes of Massannutten where 
the autumn leaves are turning, and ifs for 
a great cause," said Susanne FitzPatrick, 
general manager of Verstandig 
Broadcasting. Over the years, about 
$100,000 has been donated to the rescue 
units, according to FitzPatrick. 





from 11 a.m. to 
1   p.m.   and   the 
Rhondells, a beach 
music group, from 
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
"Take the chairlift; 
even if you aren't a skier, 
ifs    really    beautiful," 
said       Zenaida       Hall, 
massanurten      concierge. 
Both rides are free. 
"Ifs one of our biggest 
events, and we have guests 
who plan their visits around AutumnPeak 
— you get an incredible view," Hall said. 
The cost is $5 per carload for any number 
of people in a single group who can fit in 
a single car. 
a la carte |October 4-November 1,2004 Fall Frenzy  \tijk . 
UTUMN 
High Hill Farms 
Pumpkin Patch 
High Hill Farms is the place to begin 
the search for the perfect pumpkin. 
Located in Winchester, the farm 
has been owned and operated by the 
same family for over a century and 
has 30 acres of pumpkins ripe for the 
picking. Pumpkins are priced at 35 
cents a pound. For a healthy treat, the 
farm also offers 20 acres of apples. A 
peck, about 25 apples, is $3.50. 
"You will absolutely have a blast," 
owner Wendy Wright said. "We have 
something for everyone." 
Hours vary depending on the activity, 
and group tours may be scheduled 
during the week. A haunted house, 
located on the site, is $8 per person. 
Check out www.thepumpkin-patch.com or 
call 667-7377 for more information. 
Log on to The Breeze Web site, 
www.thebreeze.org, for complete 
driving directions to all of the 
autumn activities in a la carte. 
BY ELLIE LOVEMAN 
staff writer 
There exists a place where the 
bread you hold in your hand was 
baked that morning and the sweet 
com on your plate was picked 
at dawn. Such an experience is 
not uncommon when you visit 
any of the local farmers markets 
the Shenandoah Valley offers. It 
is home to farmers and artisans 
who grow a vast array of produce 
and crafts ranging from cabbage 
to handmade soap to honey fresh 
from the hive 
Three main farmers markets 
make their home in the vicinity 
of the Valley: the Dayton Farmers 
Market the Staunton/Augusta 
Farmers Market and The 
Winchester Virginia City Market 
Although each market has 
its own unique perspective 
on the age-old tradition of 
Farmers Markets, there are 
certain principles the markets 
share, such as honoring an age- 
old form of bartering between 
consumers and farmers. 
Located on John Wayland 
Highway (Route 42) in 
historic Dayton, 
which is about 
five minutes 
outside      of 
Ilarrisonburg, the Dayton Farmers' 
Market features 24 vendors with 
items such as fresh hot gourmet 
pretzels from The Pretzel Shop, 
antique lamps from Lone Pine 
Lighting and one-of-a-kind jewefay 
and fairly traded handicrafts from 
Ten Thousand Villages. 
Senior Laurie Whiteway 
enjoys spending time and money 
at markets, especially The Cheese 
Place. "You can get basic things 
from the store for bulk, and it 
is a lot cheaper than a regular 
store," she said. "There is also an 
excellent candy selection, as well 
as a variety of bulk spices, pasta, 
cheese and crackers." 
Senior Amanda Lindberg 
said, "I just like it because if s 
different — if s not like going to 
Valley Mall. You can get stuff that 
you don't see at other stores." 
The Staunton/Augusta 
Farmers Market (SAFM), located 
off Exit 227 on 1-81 South, is 
different from the Dayton 
Farmers' Market because of its 
vendor requirements. Everything 
sold has to be locally produced 
or grown within a 50-mile radius 
[of the market]," market board 
member Jeff Ishee said. "The 
whole purpose is to help local 
farm families sell their products." 
The SAFM offers fresh fruits and 
vegetables, as well as handmade 
crafts from 70 vendors. 
About an hour and a half north 
of Harrisonburg, you will find The 
Winchester Virginia City Market 
on the downtown walking mall. 
All items for sale must be grown 
or made within 125 miles of the 
city. "The market gives people 
who live in the neighbomood 
a place to walk to and shop 
on Saturday mornings," said 
0*0 Dorian Brown, the market's 
manager for September. It is a 
really cool element that is lacking 
in a lot of other cities." 
* 
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EASY ONE DAY FIRST 
JUMP COURSE! 
And a staff dedicated to keeping 
you and your fellow JMU students 
skydiving at SKYDIVEORANGE! 
GIFT CERTIFICATES! 
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
(877) DIVE-SKY 
WWW.SKYDIVEORANGE.COM 
Ctmb every mountain... Reddish Knob 
BY CLAY GAYNOR 
contributing writer 
Road map for dummies: FoUow 42 South to Dayton. Take a right 
on RL 257 West at the third light in Dayton (by the turkey plant). Drive five miles to 
the stop sign in Ottobine and take a left to remain on 257. Continue for three miles, 
where you'll take a right again onto Rt. 257. Follow 257 past the entrance to Hone 
Quarry and keep driving. The road narrows as you enter the George Washington 
National Forest and eventually takes you to the summit of Reddish Knob. All roads 
are well marked and you'll have signs to follow toward Reddish Knob. 
1 ime:About 40 minutes from JMU's campus. 
I IS tile SeaSOn: Reddish Knob is the highest mountain in Northern 
Virginia (4,397 feet) and provides a great 360-degree view of Rockingham County 
and surrounding wilderness areas. Because of the view, if s a great spot to check 
out any time of year, but with the leaves about to change, the coming weeks are the 
time to go. Note: The road may be impassable when covered in snow. 
Why the trip's WOrth the gas:  If s the tallest mountain 
around, the view is awesome, you-can have a picnic and the drive is beautiful. You 
also don't want to be the only person to graduate from JMU without ever having 
been there. 
What tO Stuff inVOUr bag: A camera, bug spray and a sweatshirt 
(it can be chilly up there). There also is plenty of grassy space at the top for a picnic. 
Who Should ride along: Anyone who enjoys getting out and 
doing something instead of sitting around being a couch potato (provided you can 
spend 40 minutes with them in the car). 
Coffee, coffee, 
and more coffee! 
Cafe White Mocha Latte 
Cafe Peppermint Mocha Latte 
Iced Mocha Cappucino 




Reeses' Peanut Butter Pie 






Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Sat. 7:00a.m. - 7:00p.m. 
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Check out what's happening in the Valley Oct. 4 - Nov. 1 
Monday, 4 
• Go check out the fall foliage in 
JMU's arboretum! 
Tuesday 5 
• Adelyn w/ guest TBA- Main- 
street Bar and Grill (432-9963) 
• Jay Pun- Dave's Taverna (564- 
1487) 
Wednesday 6 
• The DJ Williams Band- The 
Pub, 10 p.m. (432-0610) 
• The Dave Pope Quartet- 
Dave's Taverna (564-1487) 
Thursday 7 
•Todd Schlabach- Dave's Tav- 
erna (564-1487) 
Friday 8 
• Red Hot Chili Pickers (blue- 
grass)- The Little Grill (434-3594) 
Saturday 9 
• AutumnPeak Festival at Mas- 
sanutten Resort (289-9441) 
• The Butterhouse Band (jam 
band) - The Little Grill (434- 
3594) 
Sunday 10 
• Marker-Miller Orchards Farm 
Market's Harvest Festival 9&10th 
Monday, 11 
• Musical auditions for Mad 
Dogs & Englishmen and Eden is 
Aflame, 7-9:30 p.m., Blue Ridge 
Theater Festival (564-1998) 
Tuesday 12 
• The Poptart Monkeys- Main- 
street Bar and Grill (432-9963) 
• The Jan Smith Band - Dave's 
Taverna (564-1487) 
Wednesday, 13 
• The Dave Pope (Juartet- 
Dave's Taverna (564-1487) 
• Live comedy, 8 p.m., live 
band, 11 p.m. - The Pub (432- 
0610) 
• Ten Mile Drive (bluegrass)- 
The Little Grill (434-3594) 
Thursday, 14 
• Katie Grove Band - Dave's Tav- 
erna (564-1487) 
Friday, 15 
• Brother's Lopez - The Pub (432- 
0610) 
• Appalachian Ballet: "Bluegrass 
Ballet" - Court Square Theater 
(564-1692*) 
Saturday, 16 
• Jackie Gino- Dave's Taverna 
(564-1487) 
Sunday 17 
•Walkin'Jim Stoltz- Court Square! 
Theater, 7 p.m., (568-3826) 
Monday, 18 
• Have you bought your Hallow- 
een costume yet? Check out p. 3 
for a great idea! 
Tuesday 19 
• One Blossom Short- Dave's 
Taverna (564-1487) 
Wednesday, 20 
• The Dave Pope Quartet - 
Dave's Taverna (564-1487) 
Thursday 21 
• Spoke- Dave's Taverna (564- 
1487) 
Friday, 22 
• Lloyd Dobbler Effect- The Pub 
(432-0610) 
• Bead, Gem, Mineral & Jew- 
elry Show (22-23)- Rockingham 
County Fairgrounds (384-6047) 
• Rusticators- The Little Grill 
(434-3594) 
Saturday 23 
• Souled Out-The Pub (432-0610) 
• Loop- Dave's Taverna (564-1487) 
• Book of Kills (rock show) - The 
Little Grill (434-3594) 
Sunday, 24 
• The New Market Heritage Fall 
Festival 
• Drew Emmitt- (mandolin 
player and former lead singer 
with Leftover Salmon) The Pub 
(432-0610) 
Monday 25 
• Make sure your pumpkins are 
carved and ready to display for 
Halloween! 
Tuesday 26 
• Sad Lives of the Hollywood 
Monkeys- Mainstreet Bar & Grill 
(432-9963) 
Wednesday, 27 
• The Dave Pope Quartet- Dave's 
Taverna (564-1487) 
• Blueprint Music (bluegrass)- 
The Little Grill (434-3594) 
Thursday 28 
• Bellyfull- Dave's Taverna (564- 
1487) 
Friday 29 
• Shag (British Rock-n-roll)- The 
Pub (432-0610) 
•Voxology (bluegrass)- The Little 
Grill (434-3594) 
**- v- - 
The SbeauMioah Heritage Farmer's Market on R(. 11 I- 
a great place to stock up on pumpkins and produce. 
Saturday 30 
• Maybe Tomorrow- Halloween 
Party!- The Pub (432-1487) 
•Old School Freight Train- 
Dave's Taverna (564-1487) 
Sunday 31 
• • • HAPPY HALLOWEEN • • • 
• Scareyaoke- The Pub (432-1487) 
Williamson Hughes Pharmacy 
563 B Neff Ave    Harrisonburg 
540 434 23 72    800 841 61 97 
Mon-Fri 8:30-6:00 Sat 9:0O-noon 
Just up the hill from 
Sunchase and Stone Gate 
Apartments 
Specializing in prescription 
service, compounded 
medications (for you or your 
pet), vitamins and natural 
supplements, wellness focus, 
general sports injury supplies 
$5 Off 
Any Purchase Exceeding $5 
With This Ad 
www.williamsonhughesrx.com 
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steaming  hot  la ttes 
a m a i i ii g f o o (I 
a r t  o p e ii i it g s 
live music 
you're in college now. 
SHU 
coffeehouse  and  cocktail   lounge. 
47 Court Square   Downtown 
540-432-1179 artfulclod9er.0rg 
We e lei}       /e ri t s 
Mondays: Song writers circle 
"I [arrisonburg's Best Open Mid' 
Flash Back Tuesdays: 
Been rhere, Done That, fry something 
new for on< e. 
Retro Music from the 70's and 80s 
WET! Wednesdays: 
Wet your scratchy throat with a much 
needed potion. 
Thursdays: I ive Music 
Friday & Saturday: Weekend Blowout 
(I ,et nil Some Steam!) 
Sundays: Open Dj's - Bring your own Vin 
All shows are I ree 




Football on a 15ft. T.\. 
cl() wings & SI hot dogs 
Ever) Tuesday: 
Liu- D.J. 
NO lines, NO cover 
st Bar Promotions Niehtlv 
HAVBe TOMORROW 
k^euLV MAE. Bfcowu 
klk^UrUAWKS 
*AL.$©   WArCU   POO.! 
SOLDIERS OF JAW ARMY 
J40 4 >4 PA\ 
